Organizational signals about corporate social responsibility may have a harmful impact on equity markets for two main reasons. First, corporate social responsibility is not systematically correlated with companies’ economic fundamentals. Second, opportunistic managers are incentivized to distort information provided to market participants about their firms’ corporate social responsibility. Either causal force, by itself, makes it difficult for market participants to interpret information about corporate social responsibility accurately. This greater noise in financial markets typically invites more noise trading, which in turn leads to excess market volatility (among all publicly traded firms) and, in a particular context of social-institutional processes and structures, to excess market valuations of firms that are widely perceived as socially responsible.

Many corporations face increasing pressure from various constituencies to become more “socially responsible.” Consistent with its growing importance in managerial practice, corporate social responsibility (CSR), commonly defined as voluntary firm actions to improve social or ecologic conditions (McWilliams & Siegel, 2001), has received increasing attention from researchers. Despite a significant amount of management research on the topic (see, e.g., Aguinis & Glavas, 2012; Orlitzky, 2011), many observers still regard CSR as an organizational activity that largely benefits firms, markets, and societies. Thus, the long-term negative consequences of CSR often remain unacknowledged. Yet, whenever social scientists “forget the long-run consequences of short-run policies” (Wible, 1982, p. 358), serious analytic errors tend to occur (Hazlitt, 1952).1

1 The focus of this paper is in line with many social scientists’ emphasis on the study of unintended consequences as vital to a deeper understanding of social phenomena (e.g., Giddens, 1984; Merton, 1936). For example, game theory presents the idea that (short-term) rational, self-interested action from an individual actor’s perspective often leads to undesirable long-term outcomes for the collective (Hardin, 1968). More generally, investigating negative externalities and the unintended negative consequences of regulations (e.g., Acemoglu & Angrist, 2001; Besley & Burgess, 2004; Friedman, 1962; Gray, 1987; Hoskisson, Castleton, & Withers, 2009; McClintock, Ekins, & Calabria, 2012; Shleifer & Vishny, 1998), economists have made great strides in shedding light on the unintended consequences of organizational activities and government interventions. (Of course, in addition to negative externalities, economics also explains and illustrates desirable unintended consequences, or positive externalities, such as the concept of the invisible hand.)
market hypothesis (Mackey et al., 2007, pp. 819–820), which assumes that publicly available information “is immediately incorporated into prices” (Shleifer, 2000, p. 6). Deviating from these assumptions of market efficiency, I explain how a particular set of social forces and dynamics may create (a particular, systematic type of) noise in inefficient equity markets because of CSR. Hence, my model of CSR in financial markets challenges the conventional wisdom about the net benefits of CSR.

The thought experiment herein proceeds as follows. In the first section, I outline my two central assumptions about CSR and market inefficiency; in the second section, I explain the two sources of noise potentially inherent in market signals of CSR. In the third section, I propose a plausible effect of this noise on investment decisions. Then, in the fourth section, I point out the potential impact on stock price volatility of all firms and, given particular institutional processes and structures (in the contemporary context), on the stock prices of firms that are widely seen as “socially responsible.” Finally, I conclude with two main implications of this novel market model of CSR.

**TWO CENTRAL ASSUMPTIONS**

**Definitions of CSR Are Highly Variable and Malleable**

The aforementioned broad definition of CSR implies that CSR consists of a diverse set of discretionary social and environmental initiatives (Carroll, 2008; Dahlsrud, 2008; Griffin & Mahon, 1997; Sprinkle & Maines, 2010; Ullmann, 1985; Vogel, 2005). CSR can include, for example, assistance (in the form of human, financial, and other resources) to suppliers that embark on ecologic and social sustainability, as illustrated by Starbucks and Walmart (Austin & Reavis, 2004; Denend & Plambeck, 2007). It can include activities focused on a firm’s impact on local communities. For example, companies such as Shell, Chiquita, Citibank, and Timberland regularly assess and monitor the impact of organizational decisions on their local communities (Austin, 2001; Vogel, 2005). It can also manifest in initiatives aimed at enhancing employee welfare (Blanchard & Barrett, 2010; Heskett, 2003; O’Reilly & Pfeffer, 2006; Sprinkle & Maines, 2010).

While most CSR action is self-imposed, some governments have begun to look to legislation to encourage CSR. For example, the Companies Act of 2006, a comprehensive code of company law for the United Kingdom, has to some extent institutionalized CSR in the UK by prescribing that company directors consider the “impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment” (Thornton, 2008, p. 413). Hence, CSR is not only targeted at a wide range of internal or external stakeholders, including future generations, but also coevolves with the vagaries of the different salient issues for society and particular interest groups (Carroll, 2008; Frederick, 2006; Hoffman, 1999).

**Financial Markets Are Inefficient**

Orthodox finance theory assumes that stock prices fully reflect all available information (Fama, 1970, 1991), thus resulting in market efficiency. In efficient markets, stock prices are right in the sense that they reflect market participants’ rational assessments of business fundamentals (Fama, 1970; Summers, 1986). Under those assumptions, a stock’s actual price equals its fundamental value, which is defined as the discounted sum of expected future cash flows. This efficient market hypothesis suggests that rational utility-maximizing investors consider all publicly available information about a firm’s actions (including CSR and its impact on cash flows) when buying or selling a firm’s shares, while market forces eliminate less rational investors (Fama, 1965; Friedman, 1953).

The history of financial markets, however, suggests that equity markets are subject to a wide variety of social dynamics unrelated to business fundamentals and investors’ utility calculations (Cassidy, 2009; Fox, 2009). Behavioral finance is now the commonly used term for this new cross-disciplinary perspective (synthesizing insights from economics, finance, sociology, and psychology), which generally studies the impact of deviations from orthodox assumptions of market efficiency (Thaler, 1993, 2005). The central premise of behavioral finance is that, for a variety of reasons, investors trade not only on accurate information about business fundamentals but also on unsubstantiated beliefs, which are typically called inves-
Investor sentiments are beliefs about future cash flows and investment risks that are not justified by the economic facts at hand (see, e.g., Barberis & Thaler, 2003; Shleifer, 1984). Thus, according to behavioral finance, investors are not economic automatons whose decisions are determined only by rational utility calculations (Thaler, 2000). In other words, this article is based on the premise that the two core assumptions of traditional finance are at least suspect, if not invalid: First, financial markets operate efficiently; second, prices in financial markets are based on the rational or “cold” analysis of economic facts. Drawing on the insights of behavioral finance, this paper presents a novel mental experiment about the consequences of CSR for stock market volatility, if the two aforementioned core assumptions of orthodox finance and economics are violated.3

Market signals of CSR to investors will be the focus of the analysis herein because my concern is with the long-term unintended impact of CSR on equity markets. In Spence’s (1974) seminal work, market signals are defined as activities or attributes of social actors that by design or accident alter the beliefs of, or convey information to, other market participants. However, not all market information about corporate activities is equal in informational value—some of it is noise. As a technical term in the finance literature, noise refers to information unconnected to a company’s economic prospects (Black, 1986). Those investors who trade on noise, so-called noise traders, generally confuse noise with information that contains valid explanatory or predictive power about business fundamentals (Shleifer, 2000). Because of their “irrational misperceptions” (De Long, Shleifer, Summers, & Waldmann, 1990, p. 707), “noise traders” could also be considered “irrational traders.”4 The descriptive socio-psychological theory of capital markets proposed in this paper considers market signals about CSR to be full of, and in fact generating new, noise because of (a) the ambivalent impact of CSR on an organization’s economic performance and (b) information asymmetry in financial markets, resulting in large part from managerial opportunism.

THE NOISE-GENERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CSR

The Ambivalent Economic Impact of CSR

Prior theory and empirical studies indicate that the net economic outcomes of CSR are highly variable. A long history of empirical research has shown positive, nonsignificant, and negative relationships between CSR and firm financial performance (e.g., Griffin & Mahon, 1997; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001; Porter & Kramer, 2006; Ullmann, 1985). Some research suggests that CSR may enhance corporate reputation (Orlitzky, 2008) and/or decrease a corporation’s business risk (Bansal & Clelland, 2004; Godfrey, Merrill, & Hansen, 2009; Orlitzky & Benjamin, 2001). These benefits may materialize because activities typically categorized as CSR can, for example, help increase trust between the firm and its stakeholders (Hosmer, 1995; Jones, 1995) or employee motivation, retention, or organizational selectivity toward job applicants (Edmans, 2011; Turban & Greening, 1996).

Yet, because of its inherent costliness (Devinney, 2009; Windsor, 2001), CSR may also reduce current and future firm cash flows (Mackey et al., 2007; Siegel, 2009), particularly when CSR goes beyond mere rhetoric and window dressing. For example, child labor and sweatshops—typically considered

3 At this point, it should be noted that this paper will not try to specify, explain, or predict stock price levels in response to the supply of and demand for CSR. In a context of market inefficiency, stock prices are, for the most part, unpredictable (Barberis & Thaler, 2003; Shiller, 1984; Summers, 1986). Of course, random walk models of stock prices are equally true in a world of rationally formed stock prices—that is, under assumptions of market efficiency (Fama, 1970, 1991, 1998). In other words, both orthodox and heterodox theories of finance actually regard the prediction of stock prices as a futile exercise. Instead of trying to predict the unpredictable, this paper explains how and why aggregate stock price volatility increases because of firms’ social initiatives that appeal to investor sentiments.

4 Consistent with the behavioral finance literature, this paper will consistently refer to noise traders rather than the arguably less precise and more pejorative term irrational traders.
contradictory to CSR—can reduce organizational costs (Shleifer, 2004). Thus, consistent with a view of CSR as a firm’s commitment to internalizing its externalities (Crouch, 2006), socially responsible firms can be expected to increase their organizational costs relative to their so-called “irresponsible” competitors because firm actions that cut short-term operational costs, such as outsourcing, are often seen as antithetical to CSR. Evidence from specific business cases suggests that the costs associated with CSR can sometimes be so high that they put an entire organization at risk (Munk, 1999; Nohria, Piper, & Gurtler, 2006). In short, because time and other resources spent on CSR cannot be spent on other core, value-creating business activities, such as new product development, the stakeholder orientation inherent in CSR may undermine the legitimate business objective of maximizing long-run economic value or profitability (Friedman, 1970; Jensen, 1994, 2002; Levitt, 1958; Siegel, 2009). Sometimes, CSR may increase organizational costs more than its counterbalancing and largely uncertain economic payoffs (Mackey et al., 2007; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001).

This view has been bolstered by several integrative research reviews that have called into question the proposition that CSR causes greater economic performance. First, an influential award-winning meta-analysis (Orlitzky, Schmidt, & Rynes, 2003) found observed variances (around moderately positive average meta-analytic correlations) to be extremely large, with the coefficient of variation (i.e., the standard deviation divided by the mean) often in excess of 1.5. Thus, contrary to several interpretations (which focused only on effect size means rather than effect size variability) of this meta-analysis (see also Orlitzky, 2008), the meta-analytic range is likely to include zero. Numerous contingency variables have been proposed to explain this large variability in the underlying CSR–economic performance relationships (e.g., Barnett, 2007; Hillman & Keim, 2001; Kurucz, Colbert, & Wheeler, 2008; Mackey et al., 2007; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001; Schuler & Cording, 2006). Second, several studies have demonstrated considerable causal ambiguity because of reverse causality—that is, the observation that high financial performance may actually cause increased CSR (e.g., McGuire, Sundgren, & Schneeweis, 1988; Orlitzky et al., 2003). Third, there is evidence that findings about CSR may have been influenced by researcher ideology or values (Orlitzky, 2011) and problematic research designs (Devinney, 2009; McWilliams & Siegel, 2000; McWilliams, Siegel, & Teoh, 1999), inevitably lowering confidence in the veracity of these findings. In short, the aggregate empirical evidence seems to show that the research stream on the financial correlates of CSR remains largely unsettled (see also Orlitzky, Siegel, & Waldman, 2011).

To summarize, it would be an oversimplification of the cumulative evidence to expect CSR to produce systematic positive—or negative—economic outcomes everywhere and at all times. Rather, the relationships between CSR and economic efficiency are nonlinear, variable, and highly complex (Barnett, 2007; Barnett & Salomon, 2006; Hillman & Keim, 2001; Orlitzky & Swanson, 2008; Porter & Kramer, 2006; Vogel, 2005). Also, the perceived benefits of CSR in terms of its risk-reducing characteristics depend, to a large extent, on the operational definition of CSR and the definition of risk used (Kurtz, 2005), which in turn supports Orlitzky’s (2011) claim that, in this field, truth is made rather than found. Because the association between the variable definitions of CSR and economic performance is so ambivalent, CSR creates noise in the technical sense of the term in the finance literature (Black, 1986). That is, objective observers cannot infer that CSR will, in any systematic way, change a firm’s underlying economic fundamentals, the ultimate long-term drivers of cash flows and dividends (Connors, 2010; Graham & Dodd, 2009).5

5 This assumption does not imply that CSR never increases financial performance or never reduces risk. It is important to emphasize here that the impact of CSR on an individual corporation could very well be strategically or financially beneficial. As shown in several studies, CSR may benefit individual firms, for example, by decreasing business risk (Orlitzky, 2008). The important point is that the same corporate actions that may reduce risk at the corporate level of analysis may, in aggregate, also destabilize capital markets, relative to the assumption of no noise trading in hypothetical efficient markets. Similar to the tragedy of the commons, strategic corporate behavior may undermine the efficient functioning of entire capital markets, if there are no corrective mechanisms filtering out noise from equity markets. In addition, there is evidence that many researchers socially construct these associations based on prevalent institutional logics; many social scientists seem to find exactly what they have been looking for (Kepes & McDaniel, in press; Orlitzky, 2011, 2012).
Information Asymmetry

In addition to the ambivalent economic impact of CSR, there is another reason socially responsible activities may generate noise. CSR signals are subject to information asymmetry, which refers to a situation in which one party to an economic transaction, usually the seller, has more information than another, usually the buyer (Akerlof, 1970; Brunnermeier, 2001; Leland & Pyle, 1977). Obviously, external stakeholders, including potential and actual investors (buyers of shares of socially responsible and irresponsible companies), have less information about firm processes and outcomes related to CSR than business executives. Because of this disparity in insiders’ and outsiders’ access to trustworthy information, firms may send false market signals about their strategic commitment to CSR.

The highly variable and heterogeneous definitions of CSR in international environments (see also Crane, McWilliams, Matten, Moon, & Siegel, 2008; Dahlstrud, 2008; Matten & Moon, 2008; McWilliams, Siegel, & Wright, 2006; Rodriguez, Siegel, Hillman, & Eden, 2006) only exacerbate the problem of information asymmetry. In most countries, CSR disclosures remain largely voluntary and, thus, are often not subject to the same level of government oversight and—in case of misreporting—government sanction as manipulations of financial accounting data (Banerjee, 2007; Devinney, 2009). Without enforceable public accountability, though, information asymmetry about (typically intangible) CSR, whose definitions and implications are social constructions (Dahlstrud, 2008; Orlitzky, 2011), can readily be exploited by opportunistic managers (Edwards, 2008; Hawken, 2004; Laufer, 2003; Owen & O’Dwyer, 2008). The contingent and unregulated nature of nearly all CSR actions arguably makes CSR more manipulation-prone than records of tangible dividend payments, debt levels, or stock price returns, for example (Canodia, Sapra, & Venugopalan, 2004; Jones, 2011). Although some firms are also known to manipulate their reported earnings and other financial performance measures (see, e.g., Dechow, Sloan, & Sweeney, 1996), in most countries regulatory sanctions tend to penalize misreporting. When reporting is voluntary and sanctions are missing (Devinney, 2009) there is also a lack of effective monitoring and oversight. In fact, the available evidence suggests that false market signaling is particularly likely if organizational phenomena are intangible and relatively difficult to measure or sanction (Chatterji & Levine, 2006; Laufer, 2003).

In particular, three empirical observations indicate the low reliability of CSR signals. First, rating agencies appear to disagree on the meaning and scope of CSR (Chatterji, Levine, & Toffel, 2009; Entine, 2003; Orlitzky & Swanson, 2012; Porter & Kramer, 2006). Second, CSR assessments have been found to be influenced more by organizational rhetoric than by concrete action (Cho, Guidry, Hageman, & Patten, 2012). Third, firms have been found to be socially responsible and irresponsible at the same time (Strike, Gao, & Bansal, 2006), making overall assessments of an entire firm’s CSR (especially in large international corporations) problematic. Yet these overall judgments about whole firms are necessary for “socially responsible” investors to make sound, rational investment decisions about firm stocks.

When information about CSR is distorted and/or difficult to interpret objectively and rationally, market signals of CSR may raise the level of noise in capital markets. Informational distortions can take many forms. For instance, firms’ public relations departments or external social rating agencies may exaggerate the scope and scale of CSR (Potter, 2010). Also, company representatives may portray CSR as “good” or “enlightened” management, which in the long run can be expected to boost the firm’s economic value, as the shareholders are continuously reassured (see, e.g., Baron, 2003, pp. 785–791). Although, as argued above, no such direct linear links between CSR and economic value generation exist, business executives may try to create the impression that such relationships invariably result in “win-win” scenarios.

The arguments laid out thus far can be seen in causal paths P1a and P1b on the left-hand side of Figure 1. The suggestion of stock market noise produced by CSR has been validated by reference to the generally ambivalent impact of CSR on a firm’s business fundamentals, or economic efficiency outcomes. In addition, it has been validated by reference to the potential of information asymmetry to lead to sometimes inadvertent, at other times deliberate and opportunistic, distortions of various characteristics of CSR, including its scope, internal consistency, and economic consequences. In this context, it is important to stress that my perspective does not presume that CSR exhibits only these two characteristics or that, in financial markets, false CSR signals predominate. Instead, my central premise is that, in line with Spence (1974), most
investors are unable to distinguish between true and (possibly a small number of) false market signals of CSR. This lack of differentiability between, for lack of a better term, “genuine” and “disingenuous” organizational commitments to CSR creates market noise. In other words, CSR signals are only partially informative as, strictly speaking, there is no clear-cut dichotomy between noise and information. The problem with market signals about intangible information is that the actual presence of the signal in the observed object can only be inferred.

I also suggest that there may be an inverse mutual-dependence relationship between the economic ambivalence of CSR and information asymmetry, as shown by arrow P1c in Figure 1. Specifically, in industries or firms in which there is wide consensus about the strategic benefits of CSR, opportunistic managers are presented with considerable incentives to distort CSR signals (upward). In other words, the less ambivalent the perceived economic payoffs from CSR (P1a), the higher the likelihood of information asymmetry and the stronger the incentive to increase CSR noise (P1b).

THE STOCK MARKET EFFECTS OF CSR

Noise and Noise Trading (P2)

A central suggestion of this paper is that more noise in equity markets causes many investors to rely on noise at a greater rate in their investment decisions. That is, more noise leads to more noise trading because market participants are either unable or unwilling to filter out noise in their investment decisions (Black, 1986). If investors lack the ability to reliably distinguish noise from information, noise will accumulate in markets, similar to stochastic models of other social or epidemiological processes (Shiller, 2005). The same is true if investors deliberately consider noise in their decisions because they may, for example, enjoy speculative trading (Laffont, 1985)—or, in this case, trading in stock of “socially responsible” companies (e.g., by selling shares of companies that are widely perceived as “irresponsible” and buying shares of companies that are perceived as “responsible”). To socially conscious investors, company and third-party disclosures of CSR, whether trustworthy or not, are salient company attributes (Mackey et al., 2007). In general, informational distortions may easily become entrenched and institutionalized among the investing public (Hirshleifer & Teoh, 2003). Thus, the general implication is that noise, whatever its source, might accumulate—rather than decrease—in equity markets over time.

More specifically, an important causal force in the institutionalization of CSR market signals can be attributed to the increasing influence of socially responsible investing (SRI), which promotes reli-
ance—at least among a certain segment of investors—on signals of CSR in investment decisions. SRI is an investment strategy that seeks to align investors’ prosocial values with particular manifestations of CSR (Kurtz, 2008). In SRI, individual and institutional investors are encouraged to use their own ethical commitments (e.g., their opposition to the use of forced prison labor or child labor) as a basis of their investment decisions (Drucker, 1976). For example, some SRI funds, such as the Women’s Equity Fund, invest primarily in companies that have a track record of “advancement of women in the workplace” (Kurtz, 2008, p. 252)—that is, companies that exhibit a “responsible” attitude toward a particular demographic group of employees. Or, as another concrete example of SRI, some SRI funds refuse to buy shares in (i.e., screen out) companies that derive more than half of their revenues from tobacco, gambling, or alcohol sales (Entine, 2003). The confluence of SRI and several other pro-CSR institutional forces has led to greater reluctance among some investors to filter out noise about CSR from their investment decisions (Campbell, 2007). These broader institutional forces will be discussed in greater detail later, when causal link P4 is explained.

At the psychological micro level, it is easy to understand why P2 is expected to hold—that is, why noise (about CSR or any other organizational actions unrelated to business fundamentals) is not filtered out by investors. Market participants, like all human decision makers, tend to eschew rational utility calculations in favor of decision-making shortcuts (Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Shiller, 2005) because, typically, it is costlier to acquire valid information about specific company characteristics than to rely on rules of thumb. Investors’ decision making becomes even more onerous with regard to a concept that is as intangible and socially desirable as CSR. A lot of cognitive effort, time, and other resources are usually required to reduce the information asymmetry. Because of the two aforementioned characteristics of CSR (P1a and P1b in Figure 1), it is extremely difficult (for investors) to distinguish between true and false signals of CSR. Thus, the more noise that market participants are able to discount false information and noise. In earlier models (predating the full scientific impact of behavioral finance), arbitrage by rational traders was argued to have noise-dampening effects (Friedman, 1953; Kyle, 1985). However, later theory and empirical observations (see, e.g., Barberis & Thaler, 2003; Shleifer & Vishny, 1997) have generally contradicted these earlier claims. The reason noise and noise traders do not vanish is part of De Long et al.’s (1990) analytic model, whose formal theory, however, goes beyond this paper. Furthermore, even if earlier arguments about the noise-reducing effect of trading were true, my argument about the noise-generating attributes of CSR would remain applicable—with the only difference that, over time, trading would dampen rather than amplify this noise.

Noise Trading and Stock Price Volatility (P3)

In general, if noise—including noise about CSR—proliferates in equity markets, security prices partially reflect social dynamics unrelated to fundamental economic values (Shiller, 1984, 2005). In other words, equity prices are expected to deviate from fundamental economic values because they reflect noise (Summers, 1986). Briefly, the intuition behind causal path P3 is that, in the same way sampling error and measurement error generate excess noise and variability in any empirical study, market noise also augments the variance of stock prices.

Generally, noise traders have been shown to trade stocks more frequently than is justified by rational economic models that are based on investors’ utility calculations (Roll, 1984; Shiller, 1981). In turn, higher trading volumes, caused by increased noise trading (De Long et al., 1990), are expected to add excess volatility to stock markets compared to a hypothetical condition in which only information about business fundamentals is used in investors’ decisions (Foucault, Sraer, & Thiesmar, 2011; Shiller, 1981; Tetlock, 2007). In the present model of the unintended consequences of CSR, this expectation follows from disagreement among investors about the nature, extent, or implications of a specific organization’s CSR.
On one hand, some investors are likely to believe in (neoclassical) economists’ paradigmatic view (Orlitzky, 2011), postulating an inverse causal relationship between CSR (as the antecedent) and corporate financial performance (as the outcome), and, thus, are likely to short stocks of firms that have just announced an expansion of their CSR efforts. By contrast, another group of investors may buy stocks of socially responsible firms because the investors are socially conscious and want to encourage CSR (Mackey et al., 2007). And yet another group of investors may believe that, as discussed before, CSR-related organizational activities will increase trust between the organization and its stockholders (Hosmer, 1995), enhance corporate reputation (Mahon, 2002), decrease business risk (Godfrey, 2005; Orlitzky & Benjamin, 2001), and reduce agency and transaction costs (Barnett, 2007; Jones, 1995). Like the second group of socially conscious investors, this third group of investors, who can be considered believers in instrumental stakeholder theory (Jones, 1995; Orlitzky, 2011), are likely to buy shares of companies that are perceived to be high in CSR. Furthermore, as already argued before, for some firms high scores in CSR may reflect organizational actions accurately, whereas for others there may be a large gap between their pro-CSR rhetoric and their actions. Conversely, some organizations that are actually making important contributions to society may be misperceived as irresponsible (Ghemawat, 2006).

The end result of both sources of noise (P1a and P1b) is that different market participants are likely to have differing views of particular organizations’ CSR initiatives as well as their consequences for business. Because of these investor disagreements about CSR (Statman, 2005), trading volumes will increase and stock prices will vary more than would be true in the absence of CSR signals (French & Roll, 1986; Brown, 1999). In fact, the greater the proportion of traders responding to CSR signals, the more volatile share prices are expected to be in terms of their deviation from their fundamental value (De Long et al., 1990). This excess stock price volatility (of all publicly traded companies—not only “socially responsible” ones) resulting from zealous trading in CSR signals is the main unintended consequence of CSR (shown as path P3 in Figure 1).

Note that the comparison is not between the volatility (standard deviations, variances, or risk) of firms with low CSR and firms with high CSR. Instead, the expectation behind P3 applies to a theoretical model of financial markets in which no CSR noise trading occurs versus a model with noise trading. In addition, because the effect of CSR noise is diffuse rather than firm-specific, P3 applies to all stocks—that is, entire financial markets. Of course, the extent to which equity markets are distorted by CSR signals depends on the relative prevalence of CSR noise traders: Generally, the more noise traders the greater the market volatility. At this point, there may be so few CSR noise traders that their impact on overall market volatility is negligible. However, this could change in the future, depending on the institutional forces influencing P4, the causal path discussed next.

**Excess Market Valuations in Environments that Promote Social Responsibility (P4)**

Noise trading in CSR may lead not only to excess stock market volatility but also, under particular market and institutional conditions, to unjustifiably high stock prices of firms that are widely regarded as socially responsible. When the demand for CSR goes up, stock prices of companies demonstrating high CSR can be expected to increase (Mackey et al., 2007; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001). In other words, when individual and institutional investors believe that investing in “socially responsible” companies is “the right thing to do” the stock prices of these high-CSR firms will go up (Campbell, 2007; Orlitzky et al., 2003; Orlitzky & Benjamin, 2001). Under conditions of institutional pressure on companies to engage in CSR, socially conscious investors may buy shares of a specific company not because of a change in the firm’s economic fundamentals, but because it has announced a new social initiative (Mackey et al., 2007). Conversely, when a stock drops out of an SRI index, many investors can be expected to sell shares in the company (Doh, Howton, Howton, & Siegel, 2010), even though the company’s economic future may, in fact, be solid or even improve (Jensen, 2002).

Generally, the institutional forces driving demand for CSR include government regulations, nongovernmental organizations, social movements, educational environments, and trade associations encouraging CSR (Campbell, 2007). As cases in point, legislative and regulatory efforts in some countries, such as France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, have been driving the institutionalization of CSR market signals by passing legislation supportive of SRI. For example, as of 2002 all pub-
lic companies in France are required to report social and environmental data (Kolk, 2008). Even more pertinent to SRI, French regulations require national pension funds to adopt social and environmental investment criteria (Richardson, 2009). Similar pension fund regulations now exist in Sweden, Norway, and New Zealand.

As another example, Germany has fostered SRI by giving tax advantages for investments in wind energy, for example (Renneboog, Horst, & Zhang, 2008). In the United Kingdom, where SRI is commonly referred to as ethical investing, pension funds are required to disclose “the extent (if at all) to which social, environmental and ethical considerations are taken into account in the selection, retention and realization of investments” (Renneboog et al., 2008, pp. 1726–1727). This regulation is credited by some as the main cause of the growth of SRI in the United Kingdom (Renneboog et al., 2008).

SRI is undeniably exerting a growing influence on investor sentiments (Arjaliès, 2010). Since the mid-1990s, SRI has grown considerably, in terms of both the number of U.S. socially screened funds and assets under SRI management. Figure 2 shows that, according to the Social Investment Forum Foundation (2007, 2010), growth in U.S. SRI assets exceeded the growth of all investment assets under professional management by 120 percentage points between 1995 and 2009—the growth rates were 380% and 260%, respectively.

Some empirical evidence indicates that socially responsible investors may already wield considerable market power. For example, SRI rating agencies have been shown to affect stock prices under some circumstances. For example, when firms were deleted from the Calvert Social Index (CSI), their stock prices dropped, on average, by 0.2% on the day of the announcement of the deletion and 1.1% on the following day (Doh et al., 2010). This seemingly small price effect is deceptive, though. Translated into concrete impact on firm value, these stock price drops implied that when a firm was deleted from the CSI it lost, on average, $4 million in market capitalization on the day of and the day following the deletion announcement. At the same time, this event study also showed that, in contrast to the statistically significant effect of deletion announcements, stock additions to the CSI were only insignificantly positive. However, findings in the finance literature support the idea that rising demand for stocks of socially responsible firms leads to price increases (Statman & Glushkov, 2009). If the assumption is made that social index inclusions or deletions do not reflect any change in the firm’s underlying economic fundamentals, such investor reactions (because they are based on investor sentiments) result in stock mispricing.

In sum, causal path P4 suggests that CSR may drive up the stock prices of firms widely perceived to be high in CSR. Because the relationship between trading in CSR signals and stock price values is contingent on the strength of broader institutional forces (such as SRI and other social movements), it is shown as a dashed line in Figure 1. In inefficient capital markets, high stock prices are not necessarily economically justified. When stock price increases are unjustified they lead to excess market valuations, or stock price bubbles, defined as dramatic stock price increases that defy rational market explanations (Baker & Wurgler, 2007).

Sometimes, investor sentiments may exhibit irrational exuberance regarding pro-CSR norms, even though the economic conditions of the firm or industry do not permit high discretionary spending on CSR. Corporations may be pressured by their

\[\text{FIGURE 2 Trends in Socially Responsible Investing (SRI)}\]


\[\text{At the same time, it should be acknowledged that SRI still represents only a relatively small proportion of all economic activity in most countries. Estimates of SRI as a percentage of gross domestic product range from 0.0002% (in Japan) to 22% (in the U.K.) (Waring & Edwards, 2008). Because of the lack of enforceable standards, transparency, and accountability (Hawken, 2004; Owen & O’Dwyer, 2008), SRI is as heterogeneous as CSR in its diverse manifestations and meanings (Sandberg, Juravle, Hedestrom, & Hamilton, 2009).}\]
institutional environments or protest movements (see, e.g., King & Soule, 2007) to spend more and more on charitable donations, long-term infrastructure investments, or protracted stakeholder dialogues (P6 in Figure 1) when, in fact, a more economically prudent course of action may be to develop new products or minimize expenditures (e.g., through outsourcing) to raise the chances of firm survival in uncertain or dire economic conditions (Siegel, 2009).

However these social and institutional dynamics play out, the stock prices of companies perceived as socially responsible may move up (or stay high relative to allegedly “irresponsible” companies in the same industry) even if those price levels are not justified by the company’s economic fundamentals (such as future cash flows or dividends, as highlighted by Mackey et al.’s 2007 model). As shown in Figure 1, this overvaluation of “responsible” companies is moderated by the spread of institutionalized perceptions of the social value and desirability of CSR (i.e., the stronger the institutional drivers of CSR, the stronger the link between noise trading and excess market valuations). In addition, these institutional drivers are expected to increase firms’ CSR expenditures directly (shown as P6 in Figure 1).

Closing the Self-Reinforcing Cycle (P5)

Of course, the aforementioned institutional drivers of CSR are not the only social structures and processes driving up the demand for shares in companies that are widely perceived as “socially responsible.” There may also be amplifying feedback effects emanating from the upward price trends expressed in P4 (Shiller, 1990). Past price increases of stocks often give rise to word of mouth and media enthusiasm, which will attract new investors, who expect further price increases (Shiller, 2003). To apply this theory to CSR, many socially conscious investors may interpret the past evidence of stock price increases of high-CSR companies as (a) causal evidence of a CSR–price level effect and (b) predictive of future price increases. Though both types of perceptions are likely to be cognitive heuristics and misattributions consistent with behavioral finance (Daniel et al., 1998; Shiller, 2003), they lead to the expectation that price bubbles of socially responsible firms will emerge—until an ultimate trend reversal corrects these misperceptions. In the short run, when CSR-promoting social and market forces lead to price increases of high-CSR stocks, sophisticated investors and noise traders may jump on the CSR bandwagon in short-horizon trading and thus drive up the share prices of socially responsible firms even further.

In turn, organizational incentive schemes may motivate firms’ increased spending on CSR. Business executives, rewarded with stock and stock options, can be expected to pursue firm actions that are expected to drive up stock prices (Benmelech, Kandel, & Veronesi, 2010; Stein, 1989). So, if executives believe that CSR is one such mechanism that can boost their company’s stock price in the short run, or at least prevent a downward slide, they will continue to engage in CSR. These strategic-instrumental decisions, which close the feedback loop of the model, will further reinforce rather than diminish the unanticipated consequences of CSR as described before (P2 through P4).

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF CSR

When the assumptions of behavioral finance (e.g., Akerlof & Shiller, 2009; Shefrin, 2000; Shiller, 2005; Shleifer, 2000; Thaler, 1993, 2005) are applied to the growing literature on CSR, the theoretical and practical implications are profound. CSR, an ostensibly benign and socially beneficial activity at one level of analysis, might have unintended consequences in the long run and at a higher (market) level of analysis. According to the thought experiment presented herein, more CSR is expected to increase stock market volatility when, under the assumption of inefficient capital markets, stock prices no longer reflect fundamental economic values.

In this context, it is important to emphasize that this paper merely introduced a thought experiment based on an increasingly influential perspective, namely behavioral finance and economics. If, contrary to the model depicted in Figure 1, markets are really populated by rational utility maximizers, and market prices are assumed to reflect the best rational judgment based on all available information at all times (Fama, 1970, 1991), there is really no need to raise critical questions about CSR or any other noise-generating action by corporations or other market participants. Under assumptions of market efficiency and rationality, stock markets are exact and impersonal “weighing machines” reflecting the utility calculations of rational investors (Graham & Dodd, 2009, p. 70). If market prices were assumed to reflect rational expectations and, thus,
fundamental values at almost all times, it would be absurd to invoke such notions as excess volatility, excess market valuations, or mispricing (Flood & Hodrick, 1990). In contrast to market efficiency assumptions (still prevalent in many organization and management theories), this paper presumed that “the market is a voting machine, whereon countless individuals register choices which are the product partly of reason and partly of emotion” (Graham & Dodd, 2009, p. 70).

If the conditions described in this paper do in fact apply, public policy in general ought to aim at reducing at least some of the noise generated by CSR market signals. The model introduced in this paper suggests that there are two main pathways for reducing noise in CSR: first by strengthening the connection between CSR and financial performance (P1a), and second by reducing the amount of asymmetrical information about CSR (P1b). Let’s address these solutions and implications in turn.

One way of correcting the problem discussed herein is for companies and other market participants to strive toward ever tighter linkages between CSR and a firm’s economic performance. However, several researchers in this area insist that many issues that fall under CSR matter regardless of their economic implications (e.g., Marcus & Fremeth, 2009). Some even assert that the quest to detect the economic linkages or implications of CSR is intellectually misguided (e.g., Gond & Crane, 2010; Margolis & Walsh, 2001). In contrast, my argument supports Siegel’s (2009) emphasis on the practical importance of always assessing the economic and strategic consequences of CSR. When managers are unable to estimate, or do not care about, the economic impact of any particular CSR initiative on their own firm, they will, according to my model, only increase market noise by increasing CSR. This increase in noise will happen because, as argued before, there is nothing inherent in CSR that either reduces firm costs or increases firm revenues.

The second pathway for reducing some of the market noise created by CSR is through the growing reliance on independent CSR measures that are constructed by third parties. For example, each year Fortune magazine compiles a list of “Best Companies to Work For,” based on employee surveys and the Great Place to Work® Institute’s own independent evaluations. Methodological concerns about the construct validity and reliability of the Fortune database notwithstanding (see, e.g., Brown & Perry, 1994; Orlitzky & Swanson, 2012; Wood, 1995), this particular example of a dataset has the advantage of giving a relatively unbiased assessment of a company’s CSR and, thus, being less prone to manipulation. Given the rigor and quality of particular study designs and analytic approaches, these independent data can provide important evidence on the benefits of CSR (Edmans, 2011, 2012). The current literature already mentions independent rating agencies as a mechanism that reduces information asymmetry (e.g., Chatterji & Toffel, 2010; Doh et al., 2010). Yet, if the independence of rating agencies itself is in doubt (see also Déjean, Gond, & Leca, 2004; Entine, 2003; Hill, 2004; Partnoy, 1999), the importance and difficulty of monitoring the monitors of market information also come into sharper relief. In short, “independent” verification may not be a fail-safe mechanism to counteract the noise-generating characteristics of CSR.8

**CONCLUSIONS**

In the wake of the global financial crisis, many social entrepreneurs have been calling for a shift in emphasis from economic value to social value (see, e.g., Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009; Dacin, Dacin, & Matear, 2010). At the same time, the old caveats about CSR (e.g., Davis, 1973; Friedman, 1970; Levitt, 1958) have largely been forgotten. Yet this paper implies that the envisioned social and institutional shift toward ever-increasing levels of CSR may (be one among, of course, many other forces to) destabilize financial markets. Rather than serving as an effective private governance mechanism, CSR may in fact make capital markets more volatile because it amplifies noise in stock markets. Insofar as excess market volatility and excess market valuations are undesirable, any source of market noise warrants closer scrutiny—particularly if the source looks as benign as CSR. Unfortunately, as an old proverb suggests, the road to ruin is often paved with good intentions.
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8 Reducing the market noise generated by CSR will be especially difficult because of the inverse relationship (P1c) described before: When one noise-generating characteristic of CSR decreases the other tends to go up.
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